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Extend the Windows Clipboard experience with multiple snippets, secure storage, and full-text search.n Hot Copy Paste works in all programs that support the clipboard Windows. In programs that do not support it, the buffer is used for "direct copying of text". Application: Find a lot of original messages in the "Library" of Windows. Click the "Paste from clipboard" button (Fig. 7.31). Execute the Paste "Fragment" command (or
press the key combination Ctrl + B to create a new file) and specify which fragment of the file will be copied. Press the "Enter" key or use the "Shift + B" and "I" buttons. Go to the Settings: Surveys window (Fig. 7.32). In the Save to clipboard field, add text from the clipboard (Fig. 7.33). In the Advanced tab, select the file type - Fragment (see figure 7.34). Click OK.n By default, the Enter key handler saves the contents of the
buffer (i.e., the next contents of the buffers) to the system buffer. In the following use cases, you can reduce the buffer size manually. Type a name for the text in the Description tab, enable the color you want to use, and select the type of text: text, text with text, text without text. Use the Direct Call button for each text position.n Write to any document using the clipboard instead of manually typing it. Press CTRL + C (or
Command + C) to get a command that starts typing. n Fragment search based on viewing the contents of the buffer allows you to filter the contents of the buffer by fragment, search and filter small fragments of text. Note that search results should not be located in one place: before creating a new query, instead, use Fragment Finder to specify the beginning and end of the fragment. , and then apply the Move command to the
fragment. After that, you should return the fragment (the required content is in the location you indicated) to the booster.n Find and use. The original text was found in the clipboard on the desktop. If you want to find other text fragments, right-click on any fragment and select Find text in b
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